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This webinar will be recorded and will be made available on the CPTI website at a future date.
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Pillar #1: Leadership & Career Development
VISION

The CPTI Leadership & Career Development Pillar is working to foster the growth and enhance the professional success of pediatricians building a career in pediatric advocacy and we need you!

We want to establish the path for pediatric advocates to build a sustainable career in advocacy.
Organize, enhance, and promote resources that work to foster the growth and enhance the professional success of pediatricians focused on advocacy.
ACTIVITIES

○ Development of a professional resources repository (ie, examples of Personal statements, examples of CVs, Journal list of places to publish) (6 month goal)
○ Development of an Advocacy job descriptions repository (ie, Advocacy Rotation Director, Division VC, Department VC (6 month goal)
○ Promotion of and Incorporation of the Advocacy Portfolio into institutions across the country
○ Development of continuing education and networking events specifically for pediatric advocates
The Leadership & Career Development Pillar may be a good fit for you if...

- You are passionate about advocacy and have made it an integral part of your career
- You enjoy opportunities to provide and/or receive mentorship
- You think advocacy activities should COUNT as scholarship

Any and all experience levels welcome.
Pillar #2: Curriculum & Assessment
VISION

To lead and support efforts to develop curricula and assessment tools for community health and advocacy training and lead development of a curriculum repository to compile best practices.
Create a set of high quality, generalizable advocacy activity guides that directors can use to structure curriculum activities. Each guide will contain:

- Objectives (mapped to national standards)
- Instructions
- Tools for completion and evaluation

Example: Windshield Survey Project (in development)
ACTIVITIES

Initial proposed activity guides:

○ Community Resource Comparison/Mapping Activity Guide
  ■ Tool to use for asset mapping or physical exploration of neighborhood activities
  ■ Comparison of resources in different neighborhoods in a city

○ Advocacy Elective Guide
  ■ Tool to use as framework for resident driven advocacy electives that explore specific topics of interest relevant to their program/city/interests
  ■ Allows resident to pick topic of interest, but still have standards for objectives and deliverables to make it easier for faculty to guide

Future Activity Guides will leverage expertise of Curriculum Pillar Committee members
The Curriculum and Assessment Pillar may be a good fit for you if...

- You enjoy developing curricula
- You have one or more advocacy activities worth sharing with the community
- You are interested in evaluating and standardizing curricula
- Any and all experience levels welcome!!
Pillar #3: Collaboratives & Networks
The CPTI Collaborative and Networks Pillar is working to support existing statewide collaboratives and develop mechanisms to facilitate networking and shared experiences within community health and advocacy.

- Networking is often done best when we are working on a project together, but it is so hard to do cross-state projects when communities often look so different.
- A common gap appears to be legislative curriculum and/or experiences.

All are welcome. You do NOT need to be part of an existing collaborative to join. If you are interested in networking and/or developing a statewide collaborative, please join us.
**GOAL**

To support students, residents, and faculty in working collaboratively towards our goal of advancing children’s health.

- Unify the members with multi-collaborative projects.
- Identify opportunities and regions for new collaboratives in conjunction with CPTI.
**Activities**

- Creation and implementation of a virtual CPTI Legislative Grand Rounds.
  - Serve as a basis of education of legislative advocacy as well as a mechanism to inform members on federal level advocacy updates and opportunities for action.
  - Activities will involve coordination with multiple stakeholders including AAP committees, and incorporation of an evaluation piece and ultimately a scholarly project.
- Brainstorming and development of other cross-collaborative projects, either from a regional or national perspective.
- Performing a landscape analysis and identifying areas for expansion and leveraging and forming relationships with colleagues to continue to build out an advocacy footprint.
THE COLLABORATIVES & NETWORKS PILLAR MAY BE A GOOD FIT FOR YOU IF...

- Enjoy working with folks across different states
- Have an interest in policy
- Think outside the box about ways to engage states
- Enjoy developing scholarly products around policy
Next Steps

- Questions/Comments: Email CPTI@aap.org

- To join a workgroup complete our survey: www.surveymonkey.com/r/CPTIWorkgroups